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Abstract—With the proliferation of new wireless service, scarce wireless resources is expected to become a critical issue. For
this reason, cognitive radio mobile ad hoc networks (CogMANET) are being developed as a promising solution to this problem.
However, in CogMANET, channel switching is inherently necessary whenever a primary user with a license appears on the
channel. Allowing secondary users to choose an available channel from among a wide spectrum range thus enables reliable
communication in this context, but communication characteristics such as bottleneck bandwidth and RTT will change with channel
switch. In response to this change, TCP has to adaptively update its congestion window (cwnd) to make an efficient use of the
available resources. For this purpose, TCP CRAHN was proposed for CogMANET. In this paper, TCP CRAHN is first evaluated
in cases where bottleneck bandwidth and RTT drastically change. Based on these results, TCP CoBA is proposed to further
improve the throughput of the above use cases. TCP CoBA updates the cwnd based upon the available buffer space in the relay
node upon channel switch, as well as other communication characteristics. Through simulations, we show that compared with
TCP CRAHN, TCP CoBA improves the throughput by up to 200%.
Index Terms—Transport Protocol, Cognitive Radio, Mobile ad hoc network, Multi-hop communication
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio technology has the potential to ame-
liorate the scarcity of wireless resources because un-
licensed users (secondary users: SUs) can use wire-
less resources only if they have no impact on the
operations of licensed users (primary users: PUs). In
the future, cognitive radio mobile ad hoc networks
(CogMANET) will be constructed from many mobile
SUs connected to each other in a distributed manner,
which can be deployed for various applications, in-
cluding intelligent transport systems (ITS).
A promising way to improve not only the surviv-
ability but also the reliability of communication in
CogMANET is to allow SUs to select a communication
channel (channel) satisfying their application require-
ments from a wide range of spectrum. However, since
SUs always need to guarantee no impact on PU per-
formance, they have to engage in periodical sensing to
detect PUs, and then switch channels whenever a new
PU appears. Hence, communication in CogMANET is
likely to experience changes in characteristics in terms
of bottleneck bandwidth and round-trip time (RTT)
due to channel switching. In such case, in response
to channel change, TCP has to adaptively update
its window size (wnd) to achieve an efficient use of
available wireless resources. It is assumed that the
wnd is determined by the congestion window (cwnd)
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only because of a large advertised window (awnd).
In this context, TCP CRAHN was proposed as
a TCP variant for CogMANET [12]. Except for the
features of channel switching and periodical sensing,
TCP CRAHN’s congestion control is completely same
with those of existing TCP (TCP NewReno). When a
channel is changed, TCP CRAHN’s congestion control
uses information sent by relay nodes (see Table 2), as
is the case of XCP [11]. If the relay node changes its
channel, it will inform the TCP sender of when to
begin and finish changing as well as the bandwidth
and link delay of two neighboring nodes (i.e., a new
channel link). After receiving this information, the
TCP sender updates cwnd appropriately. This is the
key function required in CogMANET. However, this
scheme assumes that each node engages in periodical
sensing, the timing and duration of periodical sensing
are totally controlled by the TCP sender. For that
purpose, the TCP sender sends a message to the nodes
on the routing path. This may not be scalable, as
the nodes have to accommodate multiple flows from
different TCP senders.
Furthermore, it is assumed that SUs are allowed
to use some wide range of the spectrum, such as
400 MHz to 6 GHz [18], in a future CogMANET, for
spectrum efficiency. However, this can cause drastic
changes in bottleneck bandwidth and RTT when a
node changes its channels. Therefore, TCP CRAHN is
first evaluated when bottleneck bandwidth and RTT
drastically change in CogMANET, exposing some is-
sues to degrade throughput performance. Next, a new
TCP that solves the related issues identified above is
developed. Our contributions are described below.
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 Performance degradation, caused by drastic
change in bottleneck bandwidth and/or RTT
when channel switching, can be avoided ef-
fectively by updating the cwnd appropriately
through collaborative work with relay nodes.
 Each of multiple TCP CoBA flows can achieve a
fair share of the network resources.
2 TARGET NETWORK
The target network is multihop communication in
CogMANET. It is assumed that different channels are
used in each hop so that communication of each hop
does not interfere with each other. Communication in
CogMANET is likely to suffer from changes in char-
acteristics due to channel switching and interruptions
caused by periodical sensing. In this study, channel
characteristics, such as bandwidth and transmission
coverage area of channel, are changed as a result
of channel switching, because it is assumed that the
nodes select a channel from a wide range of the
spectrum, such as 400 MHz to 6 GHz. Therefore, end-
to-end communication characteristics such as bottle-
neck bandwidth and RTT may change. The evaluation
focuses on TCP performance when bottleneck band-
width and RTT are changed drastically.
In practice, SUs have to sense whether PUs are com-
municating on their licensed channel, where SUs are
assumed to use energy detection (ED) as the sensing
technology. ED provides high speed processing but
less sensitivity. Since ED cannot distinguish between
PUs and SUs, each SU in CogMANET synchronously
executes sensing and data transmission in sequence
periodically in a time-division manner. That is, the
signal received during the sensing period indicates
PUs’ signal. To achieve this in TCP CRAHN, the TCP
sender sends a message to adjust the timing and
duration of periodical sensing to nodes on the routing
path. On the other hand, if the Global Positioning
System (GPS) function is assumed to be available for
each SU, the SU can synchronously execute periodi-
cal sensing. This can result in frequent interruptions
in ongoing communication. Conversely, each node
cannot execute sensing during the data transmission
period, which has the potential to interfere with PU
communication. Furthermore, to switch a channel
used between two adjacent nodes, exchange of some
type of control messages is necessary. Thus, data
transmission is interrupted during channel switching
as well. As can be seen above, communication in
CogMANET suffers from frequent interruptions due
to periodical sensing and channel switching. Note
that, in this paper, packet losses on wireless links do
not occur since the goal is to focus on the impact of
cognitive radio only.
3 RELATED WORK
A large number of TCP variants has been developed
to achieve high performance in various contexts. This
section will summarize the main state-of-the-art TCP
from the perspective of multihop cognitive networks.
3.1 Transport protocol for a 1-hop cognitive radio
In [1], [2], [3], [4], the performance of conventional
TCPs in a cognitive radio environment was found to
be significantly degraded because of frequent inter-
ruptions due to sensing and channel switching.
On the other hand, TCP Westwood [5] prevents
performance degradation due to random losses in
the last 1-hop wireless environment. When packet
losses are detected, the sender updates ssthresh to
the calculated bandwidth-delay product (BDP) based
on the estimated bandwidth and the minimum RTT
in ongoing communications, thereby avoiding excess
reduction of the cwnd. Although in [5], the interval of
receiving time of two consecutive ACKs is utilized to
estimate bandwidth, the bandwidth is overestimated
when the ACK interval is reduced due to ACK filter-
ing and so on. To solve the problem, TCP Westwood+
[6] was proposed. In [6], the bandwidth is estimated
based on both the amount of data acknowledged
by receiving the latest ACK and the calculated RTT.
Moreover, moving average is employed to smooth
the estimated bandwidth, thereby improving the es-
timation accuracy of Westwood+. Since these TCPs
were not developed for use in cognitive radio envi-
ronments, it underestimates the bottleneck bandwidth
because it ignores the interruptions caused by pe-
riodical sensing. To resolve this issue, cogTCPE [9],
which is based on Westwood(+), was proposed for
the last 1-hop cognitive radio environment. With this
TCP, the estimation of bandwidth by Westwood is
enhanced. The cwnd is also computed using mes-
sages exchanged between end nodes only. However,
when cogTCPE is used for multihop communication
in CogMANET, it cannot detect channel switching
at the relay nodes. In this case, the Layer 2 (L2) in
switching nodes successfully switches a channel, but
cogTCPE continues to send segments even during
channel switching, thereby causing buffer overflow in
the switching nodes. For this reason, cogTCPE cannot
efficiently use wireless resources, because cwnd is not
updated after channel switching at the relay nodes.
In addition, [10] targets multihop communication in
mesh networks with cognitive radio. The authors pro-
pose a multichannel MAC protocol that can improve
the TCP throughput, without modifying TCP.
3.2 Transport protocol for MANET
ATP [7] and ATCP [8] are proposed for multihop
communication in MANET. ATP [7] is not a variant
of TCP, but a rate-based transport protocol. ATP ob-
tains network congestion information, which is first
attached to each ATP packet by the relay nodes and is
then received and sent back to the sender by the ATP
receiver. By using this information, the ATP sender
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can adjust its transmission rate. In contrast, ATCP [8]
is fully compatible with the traditional TCP. ATCP
relies on a network layer feedback to make the TCP
sender aware of the status of network path, so that
support of ATP is required for the sender only. Indeed,
among the feedback information, explicit congestion
notification (ECN) flags and ICMP destination un-
reachable messages enable the TCP sender to detect
network congestion and path disruption, respectively.
In this way, these TCP variants use specialized
control messages transmitted from relay nodes, for
example, feedback control. Feedback control in ATP
and ATCP is used to determine the cause of packet
loss and avoid performance degradation as a result
of inappropriate congestion control. However, these
approaches do not detect channel switching in the
CogMANET environment. Therefore, they continue to
send segments during channel switching, leading to
buffer overflow in the switching node. As a result,
they cannot efficiently use wireless resources due to
inappropriate cwnd sizing.
3.3 Transport protocol for CogMANET
To the best of our knowledge, existing transport
protocols that support multihop communication in
CogMANET are TCP CRAHN [12] and TFRC-CR [13]
only. TFRC-CR maintains the end-to-end principle,
which does not need both of feedback information
from relay nodes and cross-layer collaboration with
lower layers, whereas TCP CRAHN needs both of
them, that is, the end-to-end principle is broken.
In [13], since all nodes in CogMANET could ex-
perience drastic changes in communication perfor-
mance due to PU appearance and channel switching,
the authors pointed out that handling the frequent
changes is difficult when using a RTT-based self-
clocking mechanism (as in the regular TCP) and the
increase in the amount of feedback information could
cause performance degradation by 20%. To solve these
issues, the authors propose a new transport proto-
col based on TFRC (TFRC-CR), which shows stable
performance in CogMANET. Note that the sender of
TFRC-CR is assumed to be able to obtain various
information such as which channel on the en-to-end
path is used by PU, through the whitespace Database
(DB) authorized by FCC.
So far, the standardization process of whitespace DB
has not been finalized yet. In particular, in terms of the
DB access, its radio frequency and access procedures
are not fixed yet. Furthermore, access latency may be-
come large due to traffic congestion and/or variation
of wireless link quality, so that quick and appropriate
control of data transmission while considering PU
signal will be extremely difficult.
On the other hand, since sensing only devices still
remain in FCC regulations, this type of devices would
be deployed and could not be negligible. Moreover,
we believe that a dedicated control channel shared by
neighbor nodes can avoid performance degradation
effectively, even when access to the DB is not available
due to the congested traffic of access messages and/or
the variation of wireless condition [14]. Therefore,
in this paper, we focus on TCP CRAHN in which
each node executes periodical sensing without the
use of DB. Note that TCP CRAHN is based on TCP
NewReno, so that the existing applications employing
conventional TCP can be used.
3.4 TCP CRAHN
TCP CRAHN [12] was proposed as a transport proto-
col for multihop communication in CogMANET. This
TCP variant adaptively updates cwnd in response to
changing communication characteristics due to chan-
nel switching at relay nodes.
3.4.1 Sensing method
CRAHN uses ED as the sensing technology. Each
SU performs sensing and data transmission processes
in an asynchronous time-division manner. Therefore,
CRAHN modifies the three-way handshake process
in NewReno such that the TCP sender can obtain
the sensing schedules of all nodes on the routing
path. Furthermore, the TCP sender sends messages
to adjust the timing and duration of sensing to the
nodes on the routing path during TCP communica-
tion. However, it may happen that a node receives
messages from more than one TCP sender, which
will cause the node to require different schedules for
sensing. Such a situation is not considered in [12],
which limits the scalability of this solution.
3.4.2 Response to interruptions
As noted in Section 2, end-to-end communication may
suffer from frequent interruptions because the nodes
cannot send data packets during periodical sensing. In
addition, once the node begins to switch channel, it
stops data transmission until the completion of chan-
nel switching. Packet arrivals to the node during the
channel switching can result in buffer overflow in the
node. Hence, the relay node informs the TCP sender
of the start and the end of channel switching. The TCP
sender stops sending TCP segments once the start
of channel switching is notified. After that, CRAHN
freezes the retransmission timeout (RTO) timer so
as to avoid timeout during channel switching. The
TCP sender restarts the RTO timer after receiving
notification of end of channel switching.
3.4.3 Response to changes in communication
characteristics
In CRAHN, nodes switching their channels measure
communication characteristics (link bandwidth W ,
link delay LT ) and send back related information to
the TCP sender. When the TCP sender receives the
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TABLE 1
Communication parameters
Simulation time 50 s
Number of trials 30
Segments size 1460 bytes
L4 buffer size 1000 packets
L2 buffer size 100 packets
Data transmission period 1.0 s
Sensing period 0.5 s
Avg. of PU com. period 3.0 s
Pon 0.5
channel switching time 0.5 s
channel i: ch i(0 s - 50 s)
Flow 1
ch1 ch2 ch4
switch
ch3
ch3’node1 node2 node3 node4 node5
Fig. 1. Simulation topology
information, the bottleneck bandwidth (W 0b) is calcu-
lated using this information. When W 0b is changed
by over 20% relative to the value before channel
switching, the sender updates cwnd and RTT from
Eqs. (1) and (2). L0T is the link delay before channel
switching. In addition,  in Eq. (2) is 1 or less1 because
the updated cwnd is intentionally limited to less than
the cwnd limit [15].
RTTnew = RTTold + L
T   L0T (1)
cwnd =  W 0b RTTnew (2)
4 EVALUATION OF EXISTING SCHEMES
Some of TCP variants described in the previous sec-
tion, TCP NewReno, Westwood+, and CRAHN, will
be examined below in terms of their throughput per-
formance in CogMANET.
4.1 Simulation Model
Simulations are performed using Qualnet 4.5, with
parameters given in Table 1. In Qualnet 4.5, we used
standard codes for NewReno. However, since no offi-
cial support on Westwood+ and CRAHN is provided,
we implemented these protocols and used them. L4
buffer size of end nodes is 1000 packets, so that it is
considerably larger than BDP, while L2 buffer size of
each node is set to 100 packets 2. Furthermore, the
1. In Ref. [12],  is 0.8 because each node stores packets from
multiple flows. In the present study,  is set to 1 since only a single
flow is considered.
2. Reference [16] investigated L2 buffer size on several types of
wireless APs. It was shown that commercial APs have a buffer
whose size varies from 50 to 350 packets and residential APs
vary from 40 to 100 packets. In the present paper, it is assumed
that mobile nodes, which are not superior in their performance
to commercial APs, are used as nodes. Therefore, L2 buffer size
on each node is set to 100 packets in consideration of future
performance improvement of mobile node.
sensing period is fixed to 0.5 s using Eq. (3) in [17] to
prevent the probability of PU misdetection Pf from
becoming larger than 5%. W is the channel spectrum
bandwidth [Hz] and  is the external signal to noise
ratio (SNRdb[dB] = 10 log10 ). Furthermore, Pon is the
probability that a PU is in a communication period;
Poff = 1  Pon, and Q is the standard Q function.
ts =
1
W  2

Q 1(Pf ) + ( + 1)Q 1

PoffPf
Pon
2
(3)
W was set to 2 MHz, and SNRdB was set to  25
dB [12] since signal quality deteriorates due to node
mobility. Moreover, Pon was set to 0.5, i.e., Poff = 0:5.
We assume communication on CogVANET in which
PU appears frequently. Thus, we set the average of PU
communication period to 3.0 s and set Pon to 0.5.
The simulation network is shown in Fig. 1, in which
node 1 sends bulk data to node 5. Channels 3 and 3’
are available between nodes 3 and 4, one of which is
chosen in a way to avoid interference to PU commu-
nication. Channel 3’ is assumed not to be used for a
single hop, but to be composed of several channels
for multihop communication between nodes 3 and 4.
Therefore, link delay of Channel 3’ is set to be larger
than that of Channel 3. In this paper, we assume that
channel switching at some link causes the change in
the number of hops between end nodes, which in turn
changes the link delay of multiple hops, so that we
emulate it by changing link delay. Furthermore, since
the bandwidth over multiple hops may be changed,
we varied the bandwidth from 20 Mb/s to 60 Mb/s.
The focus of the simulations is on the status of PU
communication. When a PU is present on both Chan-
nels 3 and 3’ simultaneously, communication between
nodes 3 and 4 is disconnected. Therefore, it is assumed
that the PU uses Channel 3 only. These nodes switch
from Channel 3 to 3’ quickly after detecting the PU
on Channel 3. On the other hand, these nodes switch
back from Channel 3’ to 3 when the PU on Channel 3
ceases communication. The PU communication period
follows an exponential distribution with a mean 3
s. Furthermore, communication performance of both
the PU and the SU inevitably degrades when the SU
interferes with the PU. However, this problem is out
of consideration as we focus on how the changes in
communication characteristics impact on throughput
performance of the SU. Furthermore, cwnd and the
average throughput are used as a performance mea-
sure. The average throughput is defined as the time-
averaged TCP goodput (from 10 s after communica-
tion has begun) averaged over 30 runs.
4.2 Impact of changes in both the bottleneck
bandwidth and RTT caused by channel switching
In this section, the case where both RTT and band-
width change due to channel switching is considered.
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channel i: ch i(0 s - 50 s)
Flow 1
20 ~ 60Mb/s, 20ms
100Mb/s, 
0.5ms
100Mb/s,
0.5ms
100Mb/s, 
0.5ms
10Mb/s, 0.5ms
ch1 ch2 ch4
switch
ch3
ch3’
node1 node2 node3 node4 node5
(a) The topology and parameters
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Fig. 2. Impact of the changes on both the bottleneck bandwidth and RTT by channel switching
As shown in Fig. 2a, link delay of Channel 3 is 0.5
ms, and that of Channel 3’ is 20 ms, so that RTT
is significantly changed after channel switching. In
addition, it is assumed that SUs select a channel from
a wide spectrum, so that bandwidth of Channel 3’
varies from 20 Mb/s to 60 Mb/s.
Fig. 2b illustrates the cwnd of CRAHN when the
bandwidth of Channel 3’ is 60 Mb/s. The cwnd was
updated to a large value when node 3 switched from
low-rate Channel 3 to high-rate Channel 3’. After that,
a too large cwnd immediately after channel switching
causes buffer overflow at the relay node, thereby
resulting in a drastic decrease in the cwnd. In CRAHN,
TCP sender calculates cwnd based on BDP (Eq. (2)).
Fig. 2c shows the average throughput of all TCP
variants when the bandwidth of Channel 3’ is
changed. The performance difference between an up-
per bound and throughput of all TCP variants in-
creases with the bandwidth of Channel 3’, which
is the bottleneck bandwidth. Note that the upper
bound is an achievable maximum throughput ob-
tained by transmitting UDP packets. As mentioned
earlier, CRAHN increases the cwnd up to a too large
value by Eq. (2) compared with the available buffer
space of the relay node when both link delay and
bandwidth are increased, thereby causing buffer over-
flow. On the other hand, both NewReno and West-
wood do not update cwnd at all after channel switch-
ing. Thus, NewReno and Westwood cannot make an
efficient use of available bandwidth if the bandwidth
is increased due to channel switching. CRAHN dy-
namically changes its cwnd by using changing BDP.
However, Fig. 2b shows that it can excessively in-
crease its cwnd compared with available buffer space
of relay node when the bandwidth increases drasti-
cally. This results in throughput performance degra-
dation as shown in Fig. 2c.
The solution to this issue is to adjust appropriately
the cwnd based upon the available buffer space of the
bottleneck, if necessary, in addition to BDP. Further-
more, the change in RTT should also be considered for
updating BDP, although CRAHN does not. Therefore,
we will propose a new TCP which solves this issue
in the following section.
5 TCP COBA
Based on the evaluation presented in Section 4, this
section proposes TCP CoBA as a new transport pro-
tocol. Behavior of TCP CoBA is completely same
with that of TCP NewReno except for the period of
channel switching, as in the TCP CRAHN. Note that
we assume that each SU can synchronously execute
periodical sensing by exploiting GPS function.
CoBA is proposed to achieve high performance by
updating the cwnd appropriately in response to the
change in the bottleneck bandwidth (Wb) and RTT.
Hence, CoBA also updates the cwnd when the RTT is
changed by over 20% due to channel switching, which
is different from CRAHN. CoBA freezes data trans-
mission and RTO timer during the channel switching
as in CRAHN.
5.1 Feedback information
First, a sender of TCP CoBA can get various infor-
mation from each relay node. Relay nodes send the
information in the following four cases: (1) three-way
handshake, (2) forwarding of data packet, (3) start of
channel switching, and (4) end of channel switching.
The information sent in each case is listed in Table 2,
where BWi is the bandwidth on link i, LTi;i+1 is the
1-hop RTT between neighboring two nodes (nodes i
and i + 1), and BFi is the remaining buffer space in
node i. These parameters are obtained from layer 2 3.
Since the information of bandwidth (BWi) and latency
(LTi;i+1) for each link are inserted in the TCP header of
all relaying packets, these information can be known
by TCP sender. Therefore, TCP sender also grasps the
bottleneck bandwidth (Wb) by BWi of all links.
The relay node returns a layer 3 packet including
feedback information of new link bandwidth and new
latency immediately after channel switching, so that
the TCP sender on layer 4 can quickly recognize a
new latency (L0Ti;i+1) and a new bandwidth (BW
0
i )
as well as where the bottleneck node is located and
how much its bandwidth is (W 0b). In addition, CoBA
3. BWi and BFi can be obtained from driver software of radio
interface. Furthermore, we assume that LTi;i+1 can be obtained
by measurement packet exchange between neighboring two nodes
(i; i+ 1), as in the TCP CRAHN.
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uses feedback information on the remaining buffer
space transmitted from a relay node having changed
its channel in order to prevent buffer overflow. Note
that, for ease of implementation, it is assumed that the
feedback information is available only from a node
changing its channel.
When multiple TCP flows coexist, BWi(Num:offlows)
and BFi(Num:offlows) are informed by a node
experiencing channel switching. TCP sender
updates the amount of transmitted data to
min( BWi(Num:offlows) ;
BFi
(Num:offlows) ), thereby preventing
buffer overflow even under a case of multiple
TCP flows. Moreover, when bi-directional flows
coexist, each of the two neighboring nodes
experiencing channel switching sends back the
feedback information to the TCP sender, so that each
of the TCP senders adjusts the transmission rate to
the appropriate value based on the updated cwnd
(described later). As a result, we can say that the
CoBA can provide good communication performance
better than that for CRAHN, irrespective of direction
of multiple flows. Note that, for ease of mathematical
expressions, the information in case of single flow
are hereinafter assumed.
5.2 Discussion for feedback-based method
Since the sender node of TCP CoBA receives feed-
back information transmitted from relay nodes after
channel switching, the end-to-end principle cannot be
applied to CoBA, as in the CRAHN. Collaborative
control between sender node and relay nodes requires
an exchange of control message, thereby increasing
not only computational load but also message over-
head in the network. As a result, communication
performance may degrade.
In CogMANET, all nodes could experience drastic
changes in communication performance due to ap-
pearance of PU signal and channel switching, so that
transmission control with the end-to-end principle is
extremely difficult. In such case, this collaborative
control provides relatively stable communication in
spite of possible drawbacks mentioned earlier. There-
fore, we propose a new transport protocol based on
collaborative control, as in CRAHN.
It may happen that the feedback information gets
lost in real wireless environment. To prevent this from
causing severe performance degradation, we design
the control of CoBA to be completely same with that
of NewReno, except for in the channel switching. That
is, CoBA ensures that negative impact by introducing
CoBA can be limited extremely.
5.3 Procedures for cwnd updates
The method used to update cwnd and ssthresh when
node i changes its channel (see Fig. 3) is outlined in
Fig. 4 and explained below.
PU
channel switchingbottleneck node ; 
bandwidth: BW
(source)
node 1 node i-1
(destination) 
node Nnode i node i+1
link i-1 link i
・・・ ・・・
Fig. 3. Scenario of channel switching
TABLE 2
Feedback information from relay nodes
Timing CRAHN CoBA
(1) 3 way handshake timing of sensing
duration of sensing
(2) relaying of data/ack BWi, LTi;i+1
(3) switching start time at start of switching
(4) switching end time at end of switching
BW 0i : BWi after swiching
L0Ti;i+1: L
T
i;i+1 after switching
BFi
When a relay node changes its channel if PU com-
munication is detected, its bandwidth and link delay
(LTi;i+1) can also be changed. This change is dras-
tic when the bottleneck bandwidth or RTT changes.
Therefore, in response to a change of more than 20% in
the bottleneck bandwidth or RTT, CoBA appropriately
updates its congestion control parameters, cwnd and
ssthresh, using the feedback information received
from the relay node4.
We can categorize cases of where the bottleneck
node is located into two cases, depending on whether
the remaining buffer space at the switching node
should be considered or not. The first case is that the
bottleneck node is located on a path from the TCP
sender to node i, in which even in the bottleneck
node, the buffer will be empty by the end of chan-
nel switching because the TCP sender stops sending
packets during channel switching. In this case, BDP
is thus good enough for updating cwnd. The second
case is that the bottleneck node is just the switching
node or located forward of it. In this case, cwnd should
be limited to not allow excessive consecutive packet
transmissions by using the remaining buffer space
at the switching node, as explained later. cwnd and
ssthresh are updated as shown in Fig. 4.
a) The switching node sends information described
in Section 5.1 to the TCP sender. When the TCP
sender receives the feedback message after channel
switching, it calculates the RTTnew by Eq. (4), which
corresponds to Eq. (1), and bottleneck bandwidth W 0b.
RTTnew = L
T
1;2 +   + LTi 1;i + L0Ti;i+1 +    (4)
4. Cross-layer control that can share information obtained from
layer 2, 3, and 4, is essential. In [20], cross-layer collaboration from
layer 2 to layer 4 can be realized by an independent management
module implemented in the Linux kernel. Therefore, we assume
that this kind of implementation can be used for TCP CoBA.
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Fig. 4. Procedure for cwnd updates
Note that CRAHN includes queueing delay in
LTi;i+1, so that its resulting cwnd assumes some pack-
ets are buffered in relay nodes. This can congest the
buffer, while achieving high throughput if the avail-
able buffer space is large enough. Since the queuing
delay can be estimated by exploiting packet length,
bandwidth, and buffer length, CoBA employs LTi;i+1
excluding queuing delay. However, in our simulation,
we pre-set the parameters of bandwidth and 1-hop
RTT for each channel. On the other hand, the buffer
length is obtained from layer 2.
b) TheWb and RTTold are the bottleneck bandwidth
and RTT before channel switching, respectively. When
either theW 0b or RTTnew is changed by over 20% from
the previous value before channel switching (i.e.,Wb
and RTTold), the sender updates cwnd.
c) The following procedures depend on where the
bottleneck node Nb is located. It is important to care-
fully deal with the case that the bottleneck node is
just node i or some node located between node i and
node N after channel switching, i.e., Nb  i (see (d)).
Otherwise, the cwnd and ssthresh are determined by
just BDP (see (f)).
d) Here the cwnd0 that prevents buffer overflow
in the bottleneck node Nb based upon the remain-
ing buffer space given by node Nb is derived. First,
suppose that cwnd is increased to cwnd0. In this case,
some packets of cwnd0 cwnd, which is denoted by R
[packets], are now allowed to be sent. This can then
result in R consecutive packet arrivals at node Nb. On
the other hand, let BW  be the minimum bandwidth
between node 1 and i   1. Note that the BW  can
be obtained through the feedback information. Then,
the transmission time of a packet, tt, is PSW 0
b
(PS:
packet size), which is larger than the packet arrival
interval, ta, equal to PSBW . Thus, a new packet arrives
before a packet is entirely transmitted, and so part of
the packet is buffered at every packet arrival, which
is given by 1   tatt . Therefore, R consecutive packet
arrivals cause the queue of packets to increase by
BLNb , which is given by Eq. (6).
R[pkts] = (cwnd0[pkts]  cwnd[pkts]) (5)
BLNb [pkts] = R

1  W
0
b
BW 

= (cwnd0   cwnd)BW
  W 0b
BW 
(6)
In order to prevent buffer overflow in node Nb,
BLNb has to satisfy BFNb  BLNb . On the other
hand, during the channel switching time, node Nb
receives no packets from node i, while transmitting
packets stored there, so that the buffer of node Nb will
be empty by the end of channel switching. After the
end of channel switching, node i begins to transmit
packets stored back-to-back, which will arrive at node
Nb and then be further forwarded by node Nb. In
addition, the bandwidth of node Nb is smaller than
that of node i. Thus, BFNb is expected not to be
smaller than BFi. To be on the safe side, assume that
BFNb = BFi and BLNb satisfies inequality (7).
BFi[pkts]  BLNb = (cwnd0   cwnd)
BW   W 0b
BW 
(7)
Therefore, cwnd0 considering BFi is calculated by
cwnd0[pkts] = BFi
BW 
BW   W 0b
+ cwnd (8)
e) The cwnd0 can avoid buffer overflow in the
switching node, but it does not take into account BDP
which is known to be suitable for cwnd. Therefore,
it could lead to congestion when cwnd is updated
to cwnd0. To solve this problem, the TCP sender of
CoBA also calculates BDP using Eq. (9), and it updates
cwnd using Eq. (10), which corresponds to Eq. (2).
Furthermore, the TCP sender of CRAHN can change
its mode to slow start immediately after channel
switching because of the non-updated ssthresh. As
a result, buffer overflow could occur. Therefore, the
TCP sender of CoBA updates ssthresh using Eq. (11).
BDP [pkts] =
W 0b[b=s] RTTnew[s]
PS[b=pkt]
(9)
cwnd00[pkts] = min (BDP; cwnd0) (10)
ssthresh[pkts] = cwnd00 (11)
f) When bottleneck node Nb is located on a path be-
tween TCP sender and node i, cwnd and ssthresh are
determined by BDP only Eqs. (12), which corresponds
to Eq. (2), and (13).
cwnd00[pkts] =
W 0b[b=s] RTTnew[s]
PS[b=pkt]
(12)
ssthresh[pkt] = cwnd00 (13)
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6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we implemented TCP CoBA into Qual-
net 4.5 and examine how the change of bottleneck
bandwidth and RTT due to channel switching affects
single flow and multi flows of NewReno, Westwood+,
CRAHN, and CoBA. As described in Fig. 4, the cwnd
is updated in different ways depending upon the loca-
tion of the bottleneck node. Thus, in order to examine
whether that works well, we also consider the case
where the bottleneck node moves. The topology used
is the same as that shown in Fig. 1. Unless otherwise
stated, the same parameter values as in Table 1 are
used. Note that we set the L2 buffer size to 100 packets
in all the experiments, and cwnd and the average
throughput are used as a performance measure.
6.1 Case of Single TCP Flow
Here, we examine the impact of the change in bottle-
neck bandwidth and RTT on the throughput perfor-
mance of single TCP flow.
6.1.1 Case where a node experiencing channel
switching is a bottleneck node
As noted in Section 5, the sender of TCP CoBA takes
into account both BDP and the remaining buffer size in
the switching node. This section evaluates whether this
control can prevent buffer overflow in the switching
node. The network topology and simulation parame-
ters are listed in Fig. 2a.
Fig. 5a shows cwnd for CoBA, and Fig. 5b shows the
queue length of node 3, which is not only switching
node but also bottleneck node. In these figures, the
bandwidth of Channel 3’ is 60 Mb/s. The sender of
CoBA can increase the cwnd to a suitable value when
node 3 switches from low-rate Channel 3 to high-
rate Channel 3’, while preventing buffer overflow in
the switching node. Furthermore, CoBA can decrease
the cwnd to a suitable value when node 3 switches
from high-rate Channel 3’ to low-rate Channel 3.
As a result, CoBA can limit the queue length to an
appropriate value.
When node 3 switches from low-rate Channel 3 to
high-rate Channel 3’, the cwnd of CRAHN is drasti-
cally increased and then immediately reduced. This is
because the buffer in the relay nodes overflowed due
to an excessive large cwnd (See in Fig. 5b). As a result,
throughput of CRAHN is degraded.
Fig. 5c shows the average throughput of all TCP
variants when the bandwidth of Channel 3’ is
changed from 20 Mb/s to 60 Mb/s. This figure in-
dicates that the throughput of CoBA is higher than
that of the other TCP variants. The advantage of CoBA
becomes clear with an increasing gap of changes in the
communication characteristics for each channel switch.
In particular, when Channel 3’ is 60 Mb/s, CoBA can
achieve up to a 200% improvement in performance
compared to CRAHN.
6.1.2 Case where bottleneck node moves between
the channel switching node and upstream node
In our method, when some node experiences channel
switching, TCP CoBA suspends data transmission
to avoid buffer overflow. Therefore, nodes located
between the channel switching node and the sender
node, which will be called as “upstream nodes” from
now on, can transmit packets queued in L2 buffer
even during the period of channel switching. Con-
sequently, a length of L2 buffer tends to be small
immediately after channel switching. CoBA, hence,
updates the cwnd based on BDP when the bottleneck
node is located at upstream nodes from the channel
switching node (See f) in Fig. 4). Here, to examine
how this works well, we consider the case where the
bottleneck node moves between the channel switching
node and its upstream node due to channel switching.
Fig. 6a indicates bandwidth and link delay of each
channel. In this evaluation, the bottleneck node is
changed from node 2 to node 3 when channel switch-
ing node switches from high rate Channel 3 to low-
rate Channel 3’, and vice versa.
Fig. 6b shows cwnd for CoBA and CRAHN. Then,
Figs. 6c and 6d show the queue length of node 2 and
node 3, respectively. From these figures, the band-
width of Channel 2 is 60 Mb/s. The sender of both
TCP variants update cwnd to the BDP when the node
changes from low-rate Channel 3 to high-rate Channel
3’. However, the sender of CoBA is able to increase
the cwnd to a suitable value, while preventing buffer
overflow in node 2 (see Fig. 6c). On the other hand,
cwnd of CRAHN increases drastically and thus buffer
overflow at relay node occurs, which is the same as
in Fig. 5a. This is because CoBA is totally different
with CRAHN in a way of measuring RTTnew; i.e.,
CoBA excludes the queuing delay at relay nodes,
while CRAHN includes it in RTTnew. As a result,
RTTnew measured by CoBA is much smaller than that
of CRAHN; thereby avoiding buffer overflow due to
the small BDP successfully (see Figs. 6c and 6d).
Fig. 6e shows the average throughput of all TCP
variants when the bandwidth of Channel 2 is changed
from 20 Mb/s to 60 Mb/s. The BDP is drastically
changed due to channel switching to the large band-
width of Channel 2, i.e., 60 Mb/s. CoBA updates
the cwnd to suitable value in response to the drastic
change in the BDP. In particular, when Channel 2 is
60 Mb/s, CoBA can achieve up to 200% improvement
in performance, compared to CRAHN.
6.2 Case of Multiple TCP Flows
Here, we examine how the change in bottleneck band-
width and RTT affects the performance of multiple
TCP flows. The simulation network is illustrated in
Fig. 7, in which node 1 and node 2 send bulk data to
node 4 from 0 s to 40 s (flow 1), and node 5 from 10
s to 50 s (flow 2), respectively.
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Fig. 7. Simulation model
6.2.1 Case where the shared bottleneck node of both
flows experiences channel switching
This section evaluates the performance of each of two
TCP flows. The network topology and simulation pa-
rameters are listed in Fig. 8a. Note that the bottleneck
node of two TCP flows is fixed to node 3, irrespective
of channel switching.
Fig. 8b shows the total throughput of all TCP vari-
ants when the bandwidth of Channel 3’ is changed
from 20 Mb/s to 60 Mb/s. This figure indicates that
the throughput of CoBA is obviously higher than that
of the other TCP variants. The advantage of CoBA
becomes clear with an increasing gap of changes in
the communication characteristics for each channel
switch. In particular, when Channel 3’ is 60 Mb/s,
CoBA can achieve up to a 110% improvement in
performance compared to CRAHN.
Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d show the average throughput
of each TCP flow when the bandwidth of Channel 3’
is changed from 20 Mb/s to 60 Mb/s. These figures
indicate that the throughput of both flow 1 and flow
2 obtained by CoBA is obviously higher than that
of the other TCP variants. On the other hand, the
throughput of both flows of the CRAHN is the lowest.
Fig. 8e and Fig. 8f show how the cwnd changes
in CoBA and CRAHN and Fig. 8g shows the queue
length of node 3, when the bandwidth of Channel 3’
is 60 Mb/s. From Figs. 8e and 8g, the senders of CoBA
increase their cwnd to a suitable value when switching
from low-rate Channel 3 to high-rate Channel 3’,
while preventing buffer overflow in the switching
node. Furthermore, CoBA is able to decrease the cwnd
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Fig. 8. 2 TCP flows share the bottleneck node experiencing channel switching.
of two flows to a suitable value when switching from
high-rate Channel 3’ to low-rate Channel 3.
In contrast, from Figs. 8f and 8g, we can see that the
cwnds of two flows in CRAHN change in a different
way. Namely, these values are drastically increased
and then immediately reduced when the nodes switch
from low-rate Channel 3 to high-rate Channel 3’. This
is because the buffer in the relay nodes overflows
due to an excessively large cwnd. As a result, the
throughput of CRAHN is degraded.
When the bottleneck node experiencing channel
switching is shared by two TCP flows, each of TCP
flows achieves almost the same throughput perfor-
mance. Therefore, in such case, we can say that fair-
ness can be achieved, irrespective of the type of TCP
variants, but this evaluation indicates that, compared
with CRAHN, CoBA improves the throughput of
multiple TCP flows.
6.2.2 Case where the bottleneck node changes be-
tween the switching node and upstream node at every
channel switching
Next, we investigate how the change in bottleneck
nodes impacts the throughput performance achieved
by TCP CoBA. Topology and parameter settings are
listed in Fig. 9a. As shown in this figure, the bot-
tleneck node swaps between node 3 (when using
Channel 3) and node 2 (when using Channel 3’).
Fig. 9b shows the sum of throughput of two TCP
flows achieved by all TCP variants when the band-
width of Channel 2 is changed from 20 Mb/s to 60
Mb/s. This figure indicates that the total throughput
of CoBA is clearly higher than that of the other
TCP variants. On the other hand, the throughput of
CRAHN is the second highest in all TCP variants.
Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d show the mean throughput of
each flow. These figures indicate that for CRAHN, the
throughput of flow 2 is higher than that of the flow
1. This throughput gap of each flow in CRAHN is the
largest, especially the throughput of flow 2, being 4
times as high as that of flow 1. On the other hand, the
gap in CoBA is obviously limited. Fig. 9e shows the
Jain’s fairness index [19] of all TCP variants. From this
figure, we can remark that the fairness index achieved
by CoBA is significantly higher than that of CRAHN,
while providing excellent throughput performance
(see Fig. 9b). Next, we focus on the behavior of cwnd
for each flow in order to clarify the reason of the gap.
When the bandwidth of Channel 3’ is 60 Mb/s, Figs.
9f and 9g show behavior of cwnd controlled by CoBA
and CRAHN, and Figs. 9h and 9i show the queue
length of node 2 and node 3. From Fig. 9f, CoBA
of flow 1 increases the cwnd and then immediately
reduces when node 3 and node 4 switch from low-rate
Channel 3 to high-rate Channel 3’. When Channel 3’ is
used, the bottleneck node is node 2, which is also the
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Fig. 9. Bottleneck node is swapped between the switching node and its upstream node by channel switching.
sender of flow 2. Hence, data transmission from node
2 (i.e., flow 2) is stopped successfully, whereas data
transmission from node 1 (i.e., flow 1) is not, thereby
causing buffer overflow at node 2 (See Fig. 9h).
From Fig. 9g, we can see that the cwnd of flow 2
in CRAHN is larger than that of CoBA. On the other
hand, the cwnd of flow 1 in CRAHN is smaller than
that of CoBA. This is because the buffer overflows of
flow 1 are drastically increased at CRAHN because
cwnd of flow 2 is too large.
From these results, we can remark that when the
bottleneck node is changed to upstream node due to
channel switching, CoBA updates the cwnd based on
BDP as in CRAHN, and thus packet losses cannot be
avoided completely (see Figs. 9h and 9i). As a result,
the fairness index value of CoBA is gradually de-
creased with the increase in the bandwidth of channel
2, but CoBA provides good throughput performance.
6.2.3 The bottleneck node of each flow is rotated
between the shared and the isolated in response to
channel switching
In the above sections, the bottleneck node of each flow
is always shared. In this section, the network topology
and parameters are illustrated in Fig. 10a. Hence, the
bottleneck node of flow 1 is node 3, while that of flow
2 is node 4 when using Channel 3’ for hop 3. On
the other hand, the bottleneck node of each flow is
node 3 (i.e., shared) when using Channel 3 for hop 3.
Furthermore, the bandwidth of Channel 4 is changed
from 10 Mb/s to 40 Mb/s.
Fig. 10b shows the average throughput of two
TCP flows achieved by all TCP variants when the
bandwidth of Channel 4 is changed from 10 Mb/s to
40 Mb/s. This figure indicates that the throughput of
CoBA clearly increases with an increasing bandwidth
of Channel 4. In contrast, the throughput of CRAHN
slightly decreases with an increasing bandwidth of
Channel 4. To clarify the reason of this behavior, we
next examine how the throughput and the cwnd of
each flow are changed.
Fig. 10c and Fig. 10d show the average throughput
of each flow when the bandwidth of Channel 4 is
changed from 10 Mb/s to 40 Mb/s. These figures indi-
cate that in CoBA, the throughput of flow 2 drastically
increases with an increasing bandwidth of Channel
4. On the contrary, the throughput of flow 1 slightly
decreases with an increasing bandwidth of Channel
4. Only flow 2 passes through Channel 4, so that
the throughput of flow 2 is increased in proportion
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Fig. 10. Bottleneck node is swapped between the shared and the isolated in response to channel switching.
to the increase in the bandwidth of Channel 4. As a
result, as shown in Fig. 10e, the fairness index value
of CoBA is increased at constant inclination with the
increase in the bandwidth of Channel 4. Although
other TCP variants generally show the high fairness
index value, we can see that the throughput of flow 1
with larger bottleneck bandwidth (than flow 2) always
shows relatively low value. On the other hand, CoBA
can utilize its large bottleneck bandwidth efficiently,
thereby increasing the throughput of flow 1 clearly.
Here, we focus on the cwnds of each flow in CoBA
(Fig. 10f). From Fig. 10f, the cwnd of flow 1 is de-
creased to 1 at 38 s because TCP timeout caused by
buffer overflow. When Channel 3 is used for hop 3,
the bottleneck nodes of both flows are shared at node
3. On the other hand, when Channel 3’ is used, the
bottleneck node of flow 1 is node 3, and that of flow
2 is node 4. Hence, in this case, the cwnd of flow 2 is
increased with an increasing bandwidth of Channel 4.
As a result, the packets of flow 1 cause buffer overflow
at node 3 with increasing of Channel 4’s bandwidth,
as shown in Fig. 10h.
From Fig. 10d, the throughput of flow 2 in CRAHN
does not increase even if bandwidth of Channel 4 is
increased. Fig. 10g shows the behavior of cwnd for
CRAHN when bandwidth of Channel 4 is 40 Mb/s.
The bottleneck node of flow 1 is node 3 and the
bottleneck node of flow 2 is node 4 when Channel
3’ is used for hop 3. The cwnds of both flows are
drastically increased and then immediately reduced
when the nodes switch from low-rate Channel 3 to
high-rate Channel 3’. This is because the cwnds of both
flows are updated to a large value, the packets of both
flows are overflowed at the buffers of each bottleneck
node (see Figs. 10h and 10i).
This evaluation indicates that, compared with
CRAHN, CoBA improves the throughput even if the
bottleneck nodes of each flow are isolated.
6.3 Scalability evaluation in a large-scale network
Finally, to evaluate the scalability of TCP CoBA, we
assume a large-scale network of chain topology con-
sisting of 100 nodes in which five TCP flows are
transmitted simultaneously (See Fig. 11a). Note that
since five nodes are randomly selected from node 1
to 49 as the sender nodes, while another five nodes
are randomly selected from node 51 to 100 as the
receiver nodes, the number of hops is drastically dif-
ferent among coexisting flows. Then, to examine the
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TABLE 3
Fairness index (5 flows).
TCP CoBA 0.9902 TCP Westwood 0.9793
TCP NewReno 0.9770 TCP CRAHN 0.9815
communication performance in the worst case where
all five flows with different hop numbers experience
channel switching at some node simultaneously, we
assume that a node located at the center of network
(node 50) experiences channel switching.
Suppose that one of two channels (Channel 1 and
Channel 2) with different link bandwidth and delay
is used at a time on a link between node 50 and node
51 to examine communication performance when the
characteristics of channel used is drastically changed:
Channel 1 (bandwidth 60 Mb/s, delay 5 ms) and
Channel 2 (bandwidth 10 Mb/s, delay 0.01 ms). For
other links, bandwidth is varied from 80 Mb/s to 100
Mb/s, while delay is varied from 0.01 ms to 5 ms.
Other parameters employed here are listed in Table 1.
Figure 11b shows how the total throughput is
changed, when the number of TCP flows is varied
from 1 to 5. From this figure, we can see that with
the increase in the number of TCP flows, the total
throughput of CoBA is increased by more than 40%,
compared with other TCP variants. In contrast, the
total throughput of CRAHN indicates the worst per-
formance and almost constant value, irrespective of
the increase in the TCP flows.
Next, to evaluate the fairness for five TCP flows
achieved by all TCP variants, we show the achievable
fairness index in Table 3. From Table 3, we can remark
that CoBA indicates the highest fairness index value,
whereas NewReno shows the worst value. To clar-
ify this reason, Fig. 11c shows how the throughput
is varied with the change in the number of hops.
From this figure, we can see that NewReno with
small number of hops attains high throughput perfor-
mance, while that with large number of hops suffers
low throughput performance. In contrast, flows of
CoBA with small hop numbers intentionally limit the
amount of transmitted data for flows with large hop
numbers. Therefore, CoBA can achieve the highest
fairness index value among multiple flows.
6.4 Discussion on fairness of TCP CoBA
Here, we focus on fairness issue between TCP CoBA
and the existing TCP. First, as mentioned before,
we design CoBA to be exactly same with NewReno
except for the periods of channel switching. From
this, fair use of network resources can be guaranteed
between them unless channel switching occurs.
When the channel is switched, the existing TCP
determines the amount of transmitted data without
awareness of the change in communication character-
istics. Therefore, burst packet losses could occur due
to buffer overflow and thus the cwnd is reduced dras-
tically. If multiple TCP flows coexist, it will become
more severe due to the interference with each other.
In contrast, CoBA updates cwnd appropriately
based on the feedback information including the num-
ber of coexisting flows, immediately after the channel
switching. This indicates that each CoBA flow does
not affect the coexisting TCP flows’ performance,
regardless of the types of coexisting TCP, e.g., CoBA
and the conventional NewReno. Therefore, we can
say that negative impact by introducing CoBA can be
limited extremely.
7 CONCLUSIONS
This paper focused on transport protocols in cognitive
radio network which select a channel from a wide
spectrum range. We then examined how the transport
protocol and the relay node should be redesigned to
make an efficient use of available wireless resource.
First, the TCP performance of existing TCP variants
such as TCP CRAHN was compared. Simulation re-
sults showed that CRAHN outperforms all the other
TCP variants considered, but cannot attain good per-
formance when communication characteristics dras-
tically change due to channel switching. The issue
arises from excessively increasing window size after
the channel switching in the above context, which
leads to many consecutive arrivals to relay nodes and
eventual buffer overflow. Thus, TCP sender should
consider where the bottleneck node is located and
how much buffer resource is available in the bottle-
neck node, in addition to BDP.
Next, to resolve this issue, this paper proposed
TCP CoBA as a new transport protocol. Each SU is
equipped with a GPS function and thus can syn-
chronously execute periodical sensing. The sender
in TCP CoBA updates the cwnd when either the
bottleneck bandwidth or RTT is changed by over 20%
after channel switching. Furthermore, it also takes into
account both the remaining buffer space and BDP.
Through simulation experiments, it was shown that,
compared with TCP CRAHN, TCP CoBA drastically
improves throughput performance.
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